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Abstract—This research is aimed to find out the usability of infographic as an instructional media in Physics learning among high school students. This research is the third phase (evaluation phase) of the Design and Development Research Approach introduced by Richey and Klein. Chai & Chen Evaluation Model was used in order to evaluate the usability of infographic. There are six students were selected for the research using purposive sampling. The data are obtained by in-depth interview method in the form of semi-structured interviews and analyzed by Miles and Huberman Qualitative Data Analysis Model. This research used open code to simplify the process of data analysis. The findings show that the use of infographic is very helpful and useful for students to understand the Physics concept of rectilinear motions kinematics. Finally, from the perspective of students as infographic instructional media users, it can be concluded that the infographic is an effective solution to Physics learning due to it is more flexible, stimulates learning, and students can develop their own concepts that solve Physics learning problems. In addition, the infographic is an innovation in practicing Physics, as it is a new media in education especially in Physics learning.

Index Terms—Usability of infographic instructional media, a solution and innovation in physics learning, perspective of senior high school students.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, despite the increasing use of technology in education, there is still a shortage of educators [1] and students [2] who use computer facilities as a medium of education. Such as, the use of smartphones and computer labs in schools. Teachers report that they need more training in teaching and learning [3]. Therefore, skills are needed to implement effective teaching and learning, especially in the development of technology-learning media. There are differences in roles and knowledge between teachers and computer experts. Teachers who master the lesson theory are less able to convey the teaching in the form of media. While computer experts who are capable of making learning media using computers usually do not master the theory of the lesson.

In Physics teaching and learning, students are required to understand the concepts that are appropriate in the existing curriculum. Instead of promoting student enthusiasm and referring to the current curriculum in Indonesia, Curriculum-2013, it requires teacher creativity in designing teaching and design strategies to enhance students' creative, working and scientific thinking skills. There are important aspects for students to learn and experience the phenomena in the environment. Teaching strategies are the teaching activities that teachers and students need in order to achieve the goals of teaching effectively [4].

From the data of previous research, there are problems in the teaching and learning of Physics. It showed that most students still have trouble understanding the concepts of Physics [5]-[7]. This can cause students have misconception of Physics concepts. There are experts like [8] who explain that misunderstandings exist in all areas of Physics. This causes for most students, Physics is the most difficult subject [9] and [10]. This also happened in Indonesia where [11] found 1340 student respondents from all over Indonesia who also stated that Physics was a subject they did not like. This is also supported by a study conducted by [12] and [13] that could result in low numbers of students choosing Physics subjects in Senior High School (pre-university) and causing educational and economic distress [14].

Infographic is a visual media that is considered as an effective communication media [15]-[17]. Many studies have used infographics for educational purposes [18]-[32]. Infographic is expected to visualize concepts for learning faster by using less text in it [33]. Infographic terms that can be utilized in education according to [34] are that infographic represent visual information that has less text and serves as a visual summary of contextual concepts so that it is easier to understand meaning graphically.

There are three basic things known as the education triangle, what is taught (curriculum and content), how to teach (teaching methods), and how to measure student learning outcomes (assessment) [35] and [36]. In addition, [37] states that a teacher must be able to assess what students must learn to reflect what is really happening in class. This assessment is used to gather information about students. Also it is used as one aspect to consider student achievement scores using the assessment process [38]. After all processes are completed, what thing that cannot be ignored is a matter of implementation and evaluation. No matter how good the development of the media, if not implemented, the development process will be in vain [39]. According to [40],
trying out user-developed materials and improvements will make a significant difference. Rather than these reviews, it is clear that the process of evaluating learning media is very important.

Although research has been found involving concepts, teaching, and technology (media) problems for Physics subjects. However, there is very little research on the use of infographic media in Physics lessons at the Middle School level, especially in Indonesia. The use of infographic media has not been widely practiced, including scientific studies about it. In addition, local research focuses more on survey methods and only a few studies use development methods for science subjects [41], [42], and [43] such as Research and Development (R&D). So this research is unique and have a clearly gap because it uses a different method, namely, Design and Development Research (DDR) by [44].

Based on the reviews that have been described, infographic media assessment in Physics learning for students at the Senior High School level must be evaluated in the learning process. infographic used in this study is a instructional media that is used with smartphones and can be accessed by Facebook groups. In this study, researchers used Bloom's Taxonomy as a basis or reference to analyze the usability of infographics in understanding the concept of rectilinear motion kinematics. Assessments made in the cognitive domain of Bloom's Taxonomy are remembering (C1) and understanding (C2) or commonly known as Lower Order Thinking Skills [45].

II. METHODOLOGY

This study uses a method in research, that is DDR [44]. DDR consists of three phases, namely phase 1 is the need analysis phase, phase 2 is the design and development phase, and phase 3 is the assessment phase. This research is an assessment phase of DDR. The assessment carried out is the use of infographic media according to the perspective of students (infographic users) by using a usability assessment model developed by [46].

A. Sample of Research

The sample of this research was grade X students from one of the senior high schools located in Sempuruk sub-district, Sambas Regency in 2016/2017, with a total of 6 students. In this study, sampling was conducted purposively, which means that the researcher deliberately chose individuals and locations to conduct studies or understand a phenomenon with specific objectives [47] and [48]. Sampling in this study was based on the frequency of students using their infographics and activeness on the Facebook group. There were 4 students chosen due to they were active in the Facebook group. Meanwhile, 2 students were chosen because they have never accessed infographics through the Facebook group. Facebook groups in this study has functions as a medium for sharing infographics and as a medium of communication between students and researchers during the research process.

B. Instruments and Procedures

Data collection procedures in this research using interview techniques with guideline interview as the instrument. The usability of infographic media analyzed according to students' perspective and carried out by semi-structured interview method. Before the usability assessment is carried out on the research subject, the researchers checks the smartphone's student ownership. This is done to make students easier to access infographics through social media (Facebook). For this reason, researchers have created groups on Facebook for related class. Furthermore, learning done by students with infographics is learning outside the classroom (not during school hours). Media infographics are downloaded and studied by students for a certain period of time, through the Facebook group. The example of infographic that used in this research can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.

![Example of the infographic in this research.](image)

This study was conducted in September 2017. Independent learning was given for 2 weeks for students to learn the concept of kinematic motion independently. This learning takes place outside of school time. During self-study, researchers regularly monitor student activity on facebook group with screenshots everynight in the same time is 10 P.M. in Western Indonesia Time. After this stage, the researchers will conduct interviews with six students (PS1-PS6). This is done to determine their evaluation of the usability of the media infographic they have used.

C. Data Analysis

Interview data in this study were analyzed using [49] Qualitative Data Analysis Model. Data is analyzed thematically and then transcribed with Microsoft Word. Justification for choosing Microsoft Word because it can make it easier for researchers to load files in which Microsoft Word is also used to manage interview data with the aim of identifying the topic at the center of the phenomenon [50] and [51].

In data reduction, researchers create code to facilitate the process of data analysis, namely open code. It is used by researchers to encode interview data because researchers code based on words in interview transcripts after reading and understanding the meaning intended by respondents [52]. The following are example of codes that researchers have used such as Table I.
Much research is involved in the display of data and analysis that were previously collected, because many researchers compile only narrative texts. However, what makes this study different from other studies is that the data analysis is done by emphasizing thematic information. This is obtained through a process of analysis by starting to encode each category in the interview transcripts, then grouping them into sub-themes, and then similar sub-themes will be grouped into themes.

In addition, researchers also try to arrange relevant data so that information can be concluded and has a certain meaning. This process can be done by presenting data, making connections between phenomenas to interpret what actually happened, and what needs to be followed to achieve the research objectives. Presentation of data like this is an important step in achieving valid and reliable data analysis.

The next step is to draw conclusions based on the findings and validate the data. If the conclusions submitted at this stage are supported by strong evidence or in other words, they are consistent with the conditions found when the researcher returns to the field. It is means, the conclusion drawn is reasonable.

### III. RESULT

From the data was analyzed, it founds nine themes. They are 1) infographic usage guide, 2) infographic content, 3) QR code role, 4) facebook use as shared media, 5) smartphone use as learning aids, 6) the use of infographics as a learning media, 7) the understanding of rectilinear motions kinematics concept, 8) the effects of infographic usability, and 9) subsequent infographics.

The first theme, the infographic usage guide, will be discussed on how to get the infographic usage guide and the benefits of the usage guide. As for how to get instructions for using infographics, students do it on their own via Facebook group. If students cannot access the Internet (facebook), students can get instructions on using the infographic via bluetooth. Then about the benefits of using infographics into several categories from the analysis of interview data, as a guide to learning using infographics, there are stages for learning, students are very easy to learn, students are easy to use, they are learning, and can build their own concepts. The following are opinions that supports students’ statements on how to get infographic usage and the benefits of infographic usage.

---

**TABLE I: CODE EXAMPLE IN INTERVIEW DATA ANALYSIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Refers to the code of the person being interviewed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1L1</td>
<td>Refer to the page and line of questions and answers from the interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Once I get PDF files from my friend, I can learn more flexibility anywhere and anytime.* (PS6-P1L18)

The second theme will be about infographic content. According to the students there are two main contents of the infographic, which are contextual images and systematic concepts. Based on the interview data, categories from contextual images are infographic learning media containing contextual examples, examples and contextual benefits, infographic content according to the curriculum-2013, and students can build their own concepts based on the content of the infographic.

So, as we have discussed, the basic concepts in infographic media that are in line with the scientific approach to the curriculum-2013 rest on the image of the dots and the distances between the dots. Let's look at the kinematic applications of motion, of rectilinear motions kinematics concept in everyday or contextual life, then make in the media examples of things that are common in the surrounding community, such as using vehicles, so that we can see directly or maybe even try directly on the concept of rectilinear motions kinematics using a vehicle, namely a motor or car, Madam. (PS2-P2L48)

This third theme discusses the role of QR code found in infographic learning media. The findings from the data analysis of student interviews explain how students respond to QR code, use of QR code, benefit of QR code, reasons to use QR code, reasons rarely to use QR code, and learning without QR code. On QR code, students speak about the meaning of QR code, place QR code on the bottom of infographics, QR code is very helpful and helps conceptualization, QR code is very accessible and saves time in information search, there is concept test in QR code, and QR code is good. The following are opinions that support student's assertion of QR code.

*By scanning the QR code, I know that there are conceptual tests that must be passed to teachers. QR code is also very useful and helps me deepen and enrich simple kinematic concepts. As an example of concept maps, GLB and GLBB examples and also very important there are conceptual tests that can make me more active in studying Physics because I want to and must solve all the problems that come with it.* (PS1-P6L29)

In the fourth theme, the usability of facebook as a sharing media will discuss the function of facebook group and the use of facebook group. As for the student group facebook function can be categorized as follows: facebook group more flexible, facebook group as sharing media, facebook group as educational media, infographic spread with facebook group can be wider, facebook group is very accurate as discussion forum, facebook group is very just as an infographic learning media dissemination tool, other friends can get the same knowledge and information as people who ask in facebook groups or more precisely in facebook groups, and facebook for social.
What is Madam, besides Madam spreading the infographics and their usage instructions, for discussion too, we can share this infographic with our other friends by making the infographics and usage instructions as our shared status, making the spread even more. (PS1-P8L5)

The fifth theme is the use of smartphones as a learning tool for students in learning of rectilinear motions kinematics concept using infographic learning media. The things that are related to this are about student learning experiences using smartphones, why students learn using smartphones, and students easily understand the kinematic concept of straightforward learning when using a smartphone.

The next theme is the use of infographics as a learning media. About learning by using infographic media in Physics learning, through the following categories, 1) Physics learning using infographic learning media is successful because there are usage indicators, 2) Physics learning using infographic learning media is successful because learning is more flexible, 3) learning is preferred over smartphones because it is more flexible, 4) Physics learning using infographic learning media is more meaningful, 5) students use infographic learning media only, 6) students follow instructions use, 7) infographic learning media becomes the motivation for student learning, 8) learning is carried out with infographic learning media is excellent, 9) infographic learning media makes it easy for students to understand the kinematics of straight motion, 10) students prefer to learn because learning is enjoy and fun, 11) students love learning because it is more flexible and engaging, 12) there is a learning stage in infographic learning media, 13) infographic learning media makes students active in Physics, and 14) students do not have problems and are not bored learning with infographic learning media.

You mentioned that you can learn to use the infographic media in your smartphone even if it has no intention of learning or in other words just to save time. Can that be meaningful learning? What do you mean if that learning fills your mind? A: Yes, madam. Infographic media is a visual media, so it only affects my sense of sight, so the sound of my friends or vehicles doesn’t really matter to me, though I do need to focus and concentrate on understanding the concepts I’m learning. (PS5-P3L9)

This infographic also makes me more active in counting, because in infographics there are examples and problems we need to work on. Not to mention the material and conceptual test questions contained in the QR code made me more active in studying Physics. (PS3-P5L19)

Then for the theme of understanding the kinematic concept of rectilinear motion, it is discussed about students' understanding of the kinematic concept of rectilinear motion. What is part of this theme is how students' understanding of the concept of rectilinear motion kinematics, which consists of the categories students understand with the kinematic concept of rectilinear motion characteristics, students understand with the kinematic concept of rectilinear motion examples, students understand with non-kinematic concept of rectilinear motion examples, and students are very familiar with the kinematic concept of rectilinear motion.

Further on this theme of usability will be discussed about the usability of the use of infographic learning media that students perspectives. All students find infographics very helpful and useful. With infographic learning media students can learn more flexibly, students can learn independently students can build their own concepts, and their Physics learning time has increased since using infographic learning media. The following are perspectives that supports the student's statement of the statement.

Yes, Madam is very easy, anytime and anywhere I can learn using infographic media, both in school, in the classroom, and outside of school, Madam. (PS4-P3L12)

Okay, Madam. Starting with the images and explanations presented in the infographics are contextual images, cars and motorcycles, which means images related to everyday life, which my friends and I can find daily so that we can do it directly. So in terms of material, from basic concepts, such as position, distance, displacement, velocity, and acceleration, which is also explained in this infographic, it was useful for me to analyze the special features of the kinematic concept of rectilinear motion movements in the construction of the concepts. (PS3-P1L25)

The final theme of the next infographic discusses the suggestion and strengthening of students to receive the next infographic learning media. In addition, this theme will also discuss students' needs and interests in infographic learning media for other Physics concepts. The following is an opinion that supports student statements on student suggestions and reinforcement to understand the next medium of infographic learning.

I really like to study independently using infographic. If I was not constrained by the Internet, I thought learning the kinematic concept of rectilinear motion. I was doing could be more meaningful and interesting as it could be a discussion forum within the facebook group. But even then ... with this infographic media, I can easily understand the concept of kinematic motion. Thank you. (PS5-P8L20)

Of course, I'm very interested, and I really need learning media like this infographic for other Physics concepts. Let’s be more excited and easy to learn, Madam. (PS1-P8L42)

IV. DISCUSSION

The use of infographic learning media aims to determine the extent to which users (students) can use the product to understand the kinematic concepts of infographic use [53] and [54]. To facilitate researchers in conducting and obtaining interview data for students about the use of infographics, researchers develop interview protocols with the aspects needed to achieve research objectives. There are six aspects that researchers use: 1) learning to use infographic media, 2) QR codes as a medium to access learning, 3) the
use of smartphones in learning, 4) the use of facebook in learning, 5) physical content about the GLB Concept and GLBB, and 6) suggestions and suggestions related to infographic media.

The overall findings from the student interviews show that they are most comfortable with infographics, infographics are very interesting learning media, more flexible in learning and having fun student learning styles, activities, and assessments. This is in accordance with the demands of the curriculum, namely providing opportunities for students to get an education that is appropriate and relevant to the learning styles of students [55], [56], and [57].

In addition, by using infographic learning media, students can develop their own concepts and make their Physics learning time increase. The findings of this study are in line with [58] which states that a person's knowledge can be created or in other words a person can construct his own concept. Students believe that infographic learning media contain systematic contextual images and concepts. The contents and development of this infographic learning media use cognitive content theory with the aim of managing intrinsic cognitive load, reducing foreign cognitive load, and increasing cognitive load closely. This aim is in line with [59] the emphasis on effective learning based on cognitive load theory.

In the context of this study, the findings of the study of the use of infographic learning media on students’ understanding of kinematic concepts of motion. These findings support studies [60] and [61] that infographics can enhance visual thinking and academic achievement. This data is also supported by students who pass and exceed the minimum completeness score on the conceptual test contained in the QR code. The findings of this study are also in line with research findings that use infographic learning aids [22], [23], [62], and [33]. Especially in the fields of Physics [34] and [32] similar results were also obtained.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

All information reported in this study aims to assess the use of infographic learning media on the kinematic concept of straight motion. The research findings are aimed at achieving research objectives, namely assessing the use of infographics based on the perspective of students conducted in semi-structured interviews with six students. All students stated that this infographic media is a new media that they use in learning Physics. Although infographics have long been used for example in the development of history and for marketing but it is a new innovation in the world of education, especially in learning Physics (Science).

The guideline for using infographics are very helpful for students as a guide in learning Physics. They also believe that infographic learning media contain systematic contextual images and concepts that enable them to develop their own thoughts on the concepts being studied. More about using infographics as a learning media is very flexible, where they can learn anywhere and anytime including in their favorite places. It also increases their Physics learning time because they enjoy learning Physics by using infographic learning media. From the results of this study it can be concluded that infographic is effective solutions in learning Physics as described in the introduction.

There are challenges for students using smartphones for learning. The challenge is in the form of students not being able to take notes on their smartphone screens. The suggestion for this challenge is to use infographic learning media printed on paper. This is easy to do because the infographic media is in the PDF files form.

Another challenge is when students do not have an internet connection, so students cannot access infographic media. The backup for this challenge is done by students sharing PDF files of infographic media via Bluetooth. In addition, students who do not have an internet connection cannot discuss in the Facebook group that has been provided. The solution to this challenge is to read and understand instructions for using infographic media properly.

The special characteristic of the infographic used and the thing that makes a huge gap with other research is that the infographic media has a QR code in it. Students who have internet access also often use QR codes available in infographic learning media for the purpose of enriching the concept of kinematic motion. This is an innovation in the world of education, which so far QR code is only used in the economic field.

B. Suggestions

Students recommend that this infographic learning media be implemented and assessed in different ways and in other concepts. This is highly recommended because for them, this infographic is a solution and innovation in the world of education, especially for learning Physics.

This study focuses on the assessment of usability of infographic learning media in Physics learning among senior high school students. Further studies can be extended to different concepts and levels, such as kinematic concepts of straightforward for high school students and fluid concepts for high school students using the same development model.

There are limitations in this study in terms of the number of samples (n = 6). Thus, the researchers suggest that if this research is conducted with a different method and with a different number of samples, even more samples so that this study can be generalized.

Also, the findings of this study indicate that students love learning with their smartphones because they carry their smartphones everywhere, so they can learn anywhere and anytime. The social media of facebook that is used as a medium to share the infographic is rated as easy to access. It is means both of smartphone and facebook has positive impact in education. Researchers recommend for further research be carried out locally or abroad as a comparative study. It is also an effective way to look at demographic differences or another gaps in determining future research findings.
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